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“When we try to do something new, we 

don't know what we're doing. That's 
the biggest challenge” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Jeffrey Kalmikoff, Designing for Community 
with Zero-Advertising Brands, SXSW 2006) 
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 ABSTRACT 
 
 This report summarizes a Bachelor Degree Project in Product Design Engineering, 
carried out during the spring semester in 2007 by one student on the Product Design 
Engineering programme at University of Skövde. The project was performed as an 
assignment for Comfort Cooling AB, a company in Skövde that manufactures cooling 
clothes and products for medical use. 
 
 The purpose of the project is to design a suitcase for laptops that is used also as a 
workstation. It has a cooler system, provided by Comfort Cooling that works with no 
external energy. It has a base made of foam sheet, to adapt it to the legs of the user. And it 
has as well all the normal features characteristically of a suitcase for laptops, such as 
pockets, handles and security features. 
 
 The first step in the project was to perform market research in order to gather 
customer needs. It was found that the primary features of a laptop suitcase are that it is 
waterproof, that it is possible to carry the suitcase on ones back, that there are trays on both 
sides of the suitcase, and that the suitcase will be available in a range of patterns and 
colours. After that, the design of the possible solutions for each requirement started to be 
developed. Once all the requirements of the project were satisfied with different solutions, 
each one of them were evaluated in order to identify the solutions that in the best way met 
the stated product requirements. Finally a mock-up was produced for communicating the 
final design proposal and for enabling basic user trials to be carried out, as well as the final 
result, i.e. the design and the mock-up of the laptop suitcase. 
 
 The report portrays the product design process and methods utilized in the project, 
as well as the final result (the mock up) of the laptop computer bag with integrated cooling 
effect and workstation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION          

 
1.1. BACKGROUND 

 
 This thesis describes a project done for the fulfilment of a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Product Design Engineering at University of Skövde, Sweden. The project is 
carried out at Comfort Cooling AB in Skövde, during the spring 2007. 
 
 The project consists of the development of a product that includes a suitcase, a 
cooler system and a leg-adaptable workstation for the laptop computer. It will appear as a 
normal suitcase, in which the customer can keep folders, papers and the laptop computer. 
But when opened it can be positioned over the legs or on any surface, taking the shape of 
the base, thanks to the adaptable material. The suitcase also includes a cooler system, 
based on PCM (Phase Change Material), which will reduce the temperature of the lap, 
making its use even more comfortable. This cooler system reduces the need of electricity 
because it works thanks to its internal combination of chemical products. 
 
 The company Comfort Cooling AB was founded in February 2004, as a joint 
venture between TST Sweden AB and Climator AB. They have their office in Kinna, in 
the same building as TST. Comfort Cooling AB combines Climator's cool packs with 
TST's experience of textile and design. They sell cooling clothes and products for medical 
use. They also sell to sportsmen and private persons. The goal is to continue to develop 
functional and comfortable cooling clothes to everybody who needs to avoid becoming 
too hot. 
 

1.2. GOALS 
  

The aim of this project is to solve the following problems that appear when using 
the lap over your legs: 
  - The position of the hands on the keyboards is uncomfortable. 
  - The lap placed directly over the legs is uncomfortable. 
  - The lap positioned over the legs is difficult to grasp. 
  - The use of the lap over the legs avoids the use of the external mouse. 
  - When using the lap over the legs, the user does not easy access to write or 
  draw in a notebook. 
  - The lap warm up faster if it is used over the legs. 
  - The fans of the lap make higher noise if it is placed over the legs. 
  - The legs of the user warm up, making the user sweat. 

The objectives of this suitcase are mainly three: 
  1. - To make the use of the laptop computer more comfortable when the user 
  is seated with the lap over the legs. 
  2. - To cool down the temperature of the laptop computer when working  
  with it. 
  3. - To satisfy the user’s needs for a lap’s suitcase. 
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2. MARKET INVESTIGATION        

 
Burns & Bush (2001) says that market investigation is the process of systematic 

gathering, recording and analyzing of data about customers, competitors and the market. 
Market research can help create a business plan, launch a new product or service, fine tune 
existing products and services, expand into new markets etc. It can be used to determine 
which portion of the population will purchase the product/service, based on variables like 
age, gender, location and income level. It can be found out what market characteristics your 
target market has. With market research, companies can learn more about current and 
potential customer. 

 
The investigation of the market for this product consists on: 
- Competing products research, in order to find out what products are already 

available on the market, and which characteristics they offer to the customer. 
- Knowing the needs of the customers, to support that the new product will satisfy 

their expectations. 
- Evaluation of the needs, identified by the gathered data from potential users. 
 
2.1. COMPETING PRODUCTS 

 
The brands analyzed as competing products are Leopard, Mezzi and Targus, as they 

are leaders in the market of suitcases/bags for laptops. An overview is shown in table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 Overview table of the benchmarking 
 

Product/Company Leopard Mezzi Targus 
Nylon suitcase For lap up to 17” Not available Not considered 
Aluminium briefcase For lap up to 15” Three versions Not considered 
Briefcase with wheels Not available Not available For lap up to 17” 
Knapsack Not available Not available For all sizes of lap 

 
MEZZI was founded in 1995 by David Mezzi. MEZZI products are designed in 

Italy. MEZZI is wholly owned and operated by PARNUS Global Trading Corporation 
(PGT Corp.) PGT Corp. is a privately held company (PGT Corp., 2007). 

 
Targus is universally recognized as the world's best selling notebook carrying case 

brand and the leading provider of accessory products for the mobile lifestyle. Targus offers 
a complete range of mobile accessory products to enhance the mobile computing 
experience, and continues to set the standards in excellence for protection, craftsmanship, 
and functionality in portable carrying cases and accessories for notebooks and other 
portable electronics (Targus, 2007). 

 
Leopard is a brand with more information available about its products in second 

hand sells pages, as e-bay, and it was selected as competing product because its products 
are easily found in these sources of information. 
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LEOPARD 

 
This suitcase is for laptops (fig 2.1.) of up to 17 inches. It has strap for its transport. 

It account with separated walls for the laptop computer and its accessories. It has a lap belt 
for the laptop. Dimensions outside (mm): 457 x 370 x 105.  Internal dimensions (mm): 450 
x 350 x 58. Weight: 1.68 kg. Colour: black. Material: nylon.  

 
Fig 2.1 Leopard suitcase for lap up to 17 inches 
 

This suitcase (fig. 2.2.) is for laptops of up to 15 inches. It has strap for its transport. 
It has separated spaces for the PC and its accessories. It is provided with a lap belt for the 
portable one. It has 2 locks of protection. External dimension (mm): 427 x 336 x 100. 
Internal dimension (mm): 380 x 280 x 40. Weight: 2.12 kg. Colour: silver. Material: 
aluminium. 

 
Fig 2.2 Leopard suitcase for laps up to 15 inches
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MEZZI 
 
 This suitcase (fig. 2.3.) for lap has padded black nylon interior, pin-style connectors 
for new shoulder strap, silver dust/protection bag, three digit central combination locks, two 
disk compartments, four pen holders and business cards. The interior is separated by 3 
Velcro dividers. Exterior: 444 x 317 x 76 mm. Interior: 420 x 290 x 56 in. €: 45. 

 
Fig 2.3 Mezzi Lux slim Aluminium Laptop case 
 
 This suitcase of Mezzi is a limited edition (fig. 2.4.). It has padded black leatherette 
interior, one-piece moulded aircraft aluminium, two triple lines on the sides, new style 
shoulder strap, dual key locks, innovative Wide Grip interior strap, four interior 
compartments, silver MEZZI dust bag. Exterior: 460 x 353 x 94 mm. Interior: 442 x 317 x 
66 mm. Weight: 1.8 kg. €: 75. 

 
Fig 2.4 Mezzi M-ZERO Moulded Aluminium Case Brilliant Silver 
 

This suitcase is from Mission Impossible III (fig. 2.5.). It has padded black nylon 
interior, chromed handle and corners, hard aluminium frame. It has four interior 
compartments, two disk holders and business card, three pen holders, three Velcro dividers. 
Exterior: 444 x 317 x 76 inches. Interior: 419 x 295 x 56 inches. €: 67. 

 
Fig 2.5 Mezzi WOOD line Aluminium Laptop Case
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Targus; Not usual suitcases 
 
 This product (fig 2.6.) has compartment for portable with screens of 17 inches, 
several pockets, neoprene handle, stuffed the later reinforcement in 3D of air aid to 
alleviate the tension to him of the back. Also it counts on inner pockets for the loose 
accessories, tape for the transport. Dimensions outer 493.8 x x146 mm; Inner dimensions: 
dimensions of the compartment for portable 394 x 288 x 42 mm. Material: Nylon. Weight: 
1.2 kg. 

 
Fig 2.6 Knapsack Campus for portable of Targus® 
 
   This product allows the user to reach the lap without open the main compartment. 
It also has the advantage of the wheels. In addition, in the front part of the briefcase there is 
a workstation with rack with pockets quilted for the movable telephone and the PDA, a 
pocket of mesh for accessories, an archivist, carries-CD computer science and several 
peripheral pockets for and other small elements. Material of the product: Nylon. 
Colour/Weight: Black/3, 8 kg. 

 
Fig 2.7 Targus Business Notebook Roller
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2.2. KNOWING CUSTOMER NEEDS 

 
To get deeper understanding of customer needs, a research has been made. The 

information obtained from the customer has been gathered by doing personal interviews 
and questionnaires. For all those information researches the customers have been 
questioned about their opinion and expectation of their own suitcases (features, colour, 
design, way of carrying, size, weight…etc.); about other ones available on the market and 
about the Lapstation concept, which is the conceptual product that is presented in this 
report. 

 
The interviews consisted of face to face conversation with potential customer, of 

about 30 min. long, asking them their opinion and expectation. The answers/opinions were 
written down in a notepad while the subject was talking. After each question, they were 
asked more to make them talk about their opinion, and not to say only a brief answer. 

 
The questionnaire was made via e-mail, to gather only short answer for the same 

questions that were used in the interviews. 
 
The questions used are the described in the book of Ulrich and Eppinger, Product 

Design and Development (2004:59). 
- When and why do you use this type of product? 
- What do you like about the existing product? 
- What do you dislike about the existing product? 
- What issues do you consider when purchasing the product? 
- What improvements would do you make to the product? 
 
(The SC in the gathered data means the Suit Case.) 
 

 As summary of the answers and opinions of the customer, after the gathered data 
there is a hierarchical list of needs or requirements that are expected or desired by the 
customer.
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Gathered raw data from customers 
 
Interview 1: 
 
Jennifer Olson. Biomedical employed in practice. Sentences said by the customer, during 
the conversation, are shortly written and correctly interpreted in the table 2.8. 
Mail: (not included in the report for privacy reasons) 
Date: Monday 12 April 2007 
Place: Train Station, Skövde. 
 
Table 2.8 Interpreted needs of the customer 
 
Customer Statement     Interpreted Need 
 
I prefer if it has 2 handles as backpack The SC can be carried at back 

It’s not big enough/Lack of space The SC has to be big 

I would like to divide it in 2 parts The SC can be separated in different 
pieces 

I like because it’s strong The SC has to be strong 

I like an easy design The design of the SC has to be simple and 
clean 

The laptop does not fit properly The SC has to adapt the laptop inside 

I want at least 3 pockets The SC has 3 or more pockets 

I need to take my wallet quickly The SC has 1 pocket easily accessible 

I use to put food and notebooks also 
inside, but after it smells bad 

Interior pockets of the SC prevents 
dripping and smells 

It’s dangerous when raining The SC has to be water resistant 

I don’t like the closing system (Velcro) The Velcro closing system is not very 
appreciated 

I don’t use the hand handle The hand handle is not very used 

I use it daily, and I expect at least 1 year of 
life 

The SC has to be durable 
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Interview 2: 
 
Bernt Follet. He works as a floor cleaner, but has a specialised degree. 
His last work was as repairer of computers in a shop of Skövde. 
He travels every day from Skövde to Jönkoping. Sentences said by the customer, during the 
conversation, are shortly written and correctly interpreted in the table 2.9. 
Mail: (not included in the report for privacy reasons) 
Date: Friday 06 April 2007 
Place: Train Station, Skövde 
 
Table 2.9 Interpreted needs of the customer 
 
 Customer Statement     Interpreted Need 
 
It is easy to hide the bag because it is 
black 

The black is an appreciated colour for the 
customer 

I don’t like the internal mouse of the 
laptop, I prefer the other 

The extracted tray for the SC is an 
appreciated idea 

It’s important for the bag to protect the 
content from water 

The SC has to be water resistant 

I don’t like so much the Velcro closing 
system/The snap is not very strong 

The zip is more valuated than others as a 
closing system 

I would like hand handle made of plastic 
because I think it will be more comfortable 

The comfort is essential in the design of 
the SC 

The shoulder handle is more comfortable The shoulder handle is the most used by 
the customer when carrying the bag 

I would like to have my hand free The SC has to be available to be carried 
with no using of hands 

It is very small/not enough capacity The SC can keep more things than usual 

I want better padding for pockets The SC has to be soft to protect the laptop 

The separation inside has to be something 
hard, even if it is flexible, to protect 
properly the laptop 

The SC has to protect the laptop from 
blows outside, but for other content of the 
SC also 

I don’t care about the price if I like 
it/willing to pay up to 2000 SEK 

The price of the SC is not primarily if it 
covers others needs 
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Interview 3: 
 
The customer doesn’t want to give personal data. 
He travels twice a week primarily by train (2-3hours).  Sentences said by the customer, 
during the conversation, are shortly written and correctly interpreted in the table 2.10. 
Mail: the customer does not want to make follow up 
Date: Monday 09 April 2007 
Place: Train Station, Skövde 
 
Table 2.11 Interpreted needs of the customer 
 
 Customer Statement     Interpreted Need 
 
I don’t like hand handles The customer prefer have free hands 

I would like to carry all my stuff in the 
same bag 

The SC has to be able to keep more stuff 
inside 

I don’t care at all about the colour, but I 
don’t like it in pink 

The SC can, but not must, be available in 
different colours 

For me it is not necessary the bag to be 
water resistant, but I appreciate it 

The SC is more valuated if it is water 
resistant 

I need at least 2 compartments, for my 
laptop and for my pen and notes 

The SC has at least 2 pockets, but is more 
valuated if it’s have more 

I want to carry only one bag with the 
laptop if I don’t need carry much more 
stuff 

The SC can be separated in 2 different 
bags 

I like if it is made of leather The leather is appreciated by customers 

I don’t like if it is than big as it needs 
wheels to carry it 

The SC is not desired if it is too big 

I don’t care about the price If the SC is good, the price is of low 
priority 
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Interview 4: 
 
They are business women, their names are Ebba Orton and Karin Vierma. 
Have to travel by plane 2 or 3 times per week. Notes have written down. Sentences said by 
the customer, during the conversation, are shortly written and correctly interpreted in the 
table 2.12. 
Mail: (not included in the report for privacy reasons) 
Date: Wednesday 04 April 2007. 
Place: Train Station, Skövde. 
 
Table 2.12 Interpreted needs of the customer 
 
Customer Statement     Interpreted Need 
 
Lot of travel    The SC (suitcase) have to be strong 

Handle is not strong Handle of SC have to be stronger 

When I carry the suitcase, the pockets 
closed with Velcro use to open alone 

The SC have to be still closed when 
carrying it 

Better good looking The SC have to have good appearance 

Simple, clean The design of the SC have to be simple 

Resistance to water The SC have to be waterproof 

Pocket inside The SC have to have pockets inside 

Extra space for maps The SC needs enough space to keep maps 
inside 

Left the part for maps when is not needed The SC can be separated in two parts 

Soft leather The SC can be made of leather, if it is soft 

Different spaces inside The SC have to have separated pockets 

I am willing to pay up to 2000 SEK The SC may cost about 2000 SEK 
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Interview 5: 
 
Two men, they are mechanical engineers. Sentences said by the customer, during the 
conversation, are shortly written and correctly interpreted in the table 2.13. 
Mail: not arranged to follow up. 
Date: Wednesday 18 April 2007. 
Place: Swedbank, Skövde. 
 
Table 2.13 Interpreted needs of the customer 
 
Customer Statement     Interpreted Need 
 
Travelling by train The SC is used in train 

Lying on bed The SC is used on bed 

Keep things The SC keeps things, apart from laptop 

Waterproof The SC is protected from water 

More colours The SC can be available in different 
colours, not only black 

Designed with flowers The SC can be available with different 
pattern 

Not only one handle, but two like 
backpack 

The SC can be loaded to the back 

Many pockets The SC have a lot of extra space, as 
pockets, to keep things 

Adjust laptop inside bag The laptop’s movements inside the SC is 
constrained 

Comfort The SC is comfortable when carrying 

Soft material The tact of SC is soft 
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Questionnaire: 
 

The questions have been sent via e-mail to mail groups accounts that were provided 
by the International Committee Office in the University of Skövde. The total of people that 
answered the questionnaire was 23 students, of the entire categories of degrees. The 
answers are in the table 2.14. 

 
Table 2.14 Answers received and frequency of them 

 
1- When do you use a suitcase for lap? 

When travelling 23 

2- Why do you use suitcase for lap? 
Comfort 18 

Security for the laptop 21 
To carry other stuff 12 

3- What do you like about suitcase for lap? 
Comfort 19 
Space to keep things 17 
Security for the laptop 22 

4- What do you dislike about suitcase for lap? 
Too big/too heavy 11 
Too expensive 9 
Not so attractive 8 
Not enough space to keep stuff 18 

5- What issues do you consider when buying a suitcase for laptop computer? 
Weight and size not too big 11 
Comfort 17 
Security of the laptop 21 

Good-looking design 13 
Price 15 

6- What improvements would you make to suitcase for lap? 
Cooler system 11 
Themed design/ other colours 9 
More space/pockets 17 
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Hierarchical list of primary and secondary customer needs for the laptop’s suitcase 
 
 Regarding to the main parts of the suitcase, as way to carry it, external look, internal 
organization and staff and other aspects, there is the following list of needs gathered from 
the potential customer questioned in the interviews and questionnaires. 
 

1. - Way to carry the suitcase: 
The handles has to be strong 
The handles can be two instead of one, to carry at back 
 

2. - Facts related to the exterior of the suitcase: 
It has to be protected from water 
It can be available in different colours, also pattern designs 
The tact has to be soft 
The design has to be clean and simple 
Good-looking 
 

3. - Organization and staff included in the interior of the SC: 
The SC has to be extra space 
It has to have pockets to keep things 
The laptop has to be constrained inside the SC 
Pockets big enough to keep maps 
 

4. - Other needs: 
The closing system has to be sure 
The SC has to be comfortable when carrying it 
Cooler system to cool down the laptop 
Foam base to adapt it as a workstation 
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2.3. EVALUATION OF NEEDS 

 
Analyzing the answers of customers in the researched data, it follows an evaluation 

of their needs; the score is given depending of the number of times each need have been 
said by the interviewed customers. The result of this small study is shown in the table 2.15. 

 
Table 2.15 Score of each need, based on the gathered data 
 

No.  Need Imp. 

1 The SC Water resistance 8/10 
2 The SC Two handles to carry at back 7/10 
3 The SC Different colours and designs to choose 4/10 

4 The SC Cooler system 7/10 
5 The SC Comfort when carrying 9/10 

6 The SC Comfort when using it as workstation (foam) 8/10 
7 The SC Security of closure system 9/10 

8 The SC Constraint of the laptop inside 9/10 
9 The SC Size of the pockets  6/10 

10 The SC Amount of pockets 3/10 
11 The SC Hand handle 2/10 

12 The SC Shoulder handle 6/10 
13 The SC Able to be separated in two parts 4/10 

14 The SC Weight 3/10 
15 The SC Size 5/10 
16 The SC Good looking/simple and clean design 6/10 

 
2.4. RESULTS 

 
 Most the important types of customers have been considered in the target market:  
People in a range of age from 17 to 68, students, business people, engineers, medical 
employees, economist and teachers. The business people, with ages between 25 and 40, 
were the group that gave more information. With all this information it is possible to see 
beyond needs related only to existing products in order to capture latent needs of the target 
market. 
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN         

 
A product concept is an approximate description of the technology, working 

principles and form of the product. It is a concise description of how the product will 
satisfy the customer needs. (Product Design and Development, 2004:98). 

 
The concept generation process begins with a set of customer needs and target 

specifications and results in a set of product concepts. The concepts are presented here as a 
solution demonstrated as the best possible to satisfy the objectives of the project. 
 

3.1. TARGET SPECIFICATION 
 
After developing a list of customer needs by the potential customers, it were 

considered also others needs from the benchmarking and from the internal solutions offered 
in this project to solve the problems explained in the goal section. In the tables 3.1a and 
3.1b, there are the needs that are now the objectives to accomplish in the generation of 
concepts, the source of those objectives, that they are C: Competitor facts, G: Gathered data 
from potential customers and O: Own ideas. In the list there is also an explication of why 
each objective has to be considered. 

 
Table 3.1.a Objectives and its reasons 
 

Objective             Based on  Reason 

Handles for being carried on the 
back. 

C/G The suitcase can be carried as a backpack. 

Handle to be carried on the 
shoulder. 

C It is a standard and appreciated feature of the 
bags. 

Hand handle. C It is less valued than shoulder or back 
handles, but it is still wanted by users. 

Laptop constrained within SC. C/G/O The lap must not move inside the bag. 

Cooler system. O The lap would be cooled down while using. 

Adaptable foam base. O The Lapstation could be comfortably placed 
over the user’s legs. 

External surface waterproof. G/O The bag contents needs to still be dry if it is 
under rain. 
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Table 3.1.b Objectives and its reasons 
 
Objective             Based on  Reason 
 

Diverse colours and patterns. G/O The users want more personalized design for 
their suitcases. 

Closing system. 
C/G The bag must be opened and closed only 

when the customers do it, not accidentally. 

Smooth surface, without edges. G/O Tactile and visual feeling of the product is 
more appreciated. 

1 external pocket. C/G/O The user needs quick access to some stuff 
kept within the case. 

Size of external pocket: 

380 x 280 mm (approx.) 

C/O It allows to contain inside maps, folders, 
wallet, mobile phone…etc. 

2 small interior pockets and 

1 big internal pocket. 

C/G/O The user needs space to keep some stuff that 
must be protected inside the bag. 

Size of  2 small internal pocket: 

100 x 100 mm (approx.) 

O It allows to keep inside cables, transformers, 
mouse, pens…etc. 

Size of big internal pocket: 

150 x 150 mm (approx.) 

O It allows to keep within bigger stuff, as 
notebooks, food (prevents smell scattering). 

Trays for use mouse on it. O/G The user could use the normal mouse (non 
tactile) on the Lapstation. 

Size of the tray: 

150 x 150 mm (approx.) 

O It covers the biggest internal pocket and 
allows the use of the mouse on it. 

External dimension: 

600 x 300 x 100 mm (approx.) 

C/O With those dimensions laptops from 13” to 
21” can be kept within the suitcase. 

Weight of the bag under 2 kg. C/G/O It will be easy to carry. 
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3.2. CONCEPT GENERATION 

 
In this section the solution are developed to meet the customer needs, by using the 

creativity to create innovative solutions. First the problem (design a more comfortable 
suitcase for lap) is divided in sub problems, and then the ideas are developed and examined 
to address each of the sub problems. Later, by combining all the solutions with the sub 
problems, it comes the generation of potential full devices solutions. 

 
A) Possibility to be carried at back 

 
The generation of ideas to satisfy this need was quite short, as it is not a very difficult 

matter. Basically, to a standard design of a suitcase for lap (with its belt to carry on the 
shoulder) it was added two more belts to carry it on the back (fig. 3.1). The creativity 
process went so on, looking for something easier than to have three different belts, and it 
was found a possible solution, by combining the three belts in one single belt (fig. 3.2). 
This belt would be adjusted by the user, depending on how is desired to carry the suitcase 
(fig. 3.3). As it seemed to be a good idea, the generation process about this sub problem 
was finished at that point, as it is not the main goal of this project, and it could be improved 
and exactly defined later. 

 

 
Fig 3.1 User carrying the bag at his back 

 
Fig3.2 Rear view of the bag, showing back handles Fig 3.3 The single belt which could be used when 

carrying the SC on the back as well on the shoulder 
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B) Design of the suitcase 

 
The design of the suitcase was, in this project, the hardest concept to develop. The most 

of the difficulties were found during the construction of the prototype. This is because the 
design should fit with the dimensions of the laptop cooler (fig 3.4), with the needed space 
within the suitcase to keep stuff in the pocket and for its tray/cover (see also fig 3.4), and 
with the idea of flipping the suitcase to turn the adaptable base over the legs (fig 3.5). In the 
concept evaluation section there are shown the steps made to reach the final design. 
 

 
Fig 3.4 Needed spaces for the cooler system        Fig 3.5 How the suitcase is flipped to use it 
and for kept stuff  
 

C) Cooler system 
 

The suitcase had to contain a cooler system, placed under the laptop, as solutions to 
cool down/prevent warming up of the laptop computer. There were few solutions that suit 
with this purpose, as a device with fans, supplied by the laptop battery and connected to it 
by USB port (see fig. 3.6.); or to use a base of PCM (see fig. 3.7.). The PCM is a phase 
change material, when this material is used to absorb heat, it may reduce or avoid the need 
for cooling until a later period of time. This is later on described in more detail. 

 
Fig 3.6 Cooler system based on fans, connected to the      Fig 3.7 Laptop Cooler, based on PCM, provided by  
computer by USB cable            Comfort Cooling 
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D) Base to adapt it to the user’s legs 

 
Regarding the comfort, the idea is to provide something within the bag that could be 

used as a base to place the laptop on it. The first idea was a gum air bag, as simple as to 
place it within the laptop (like the next concepts of the foam base shows), but that implies 
the user needs to put/remove air in the gum air bag. So, looking for something that could 
satisfy better the goal of the comfort, the idea of using an adaptable base of foam was 
found. By doing this, one side within the bag would be made of foam, and when the user 
opens it (fig. 3.8. left), the foam made side is placed over the user’s legs (fig.3.8. right), 
making the use of the laptop very comfortable (fig. 3.9.).  

 
Fig 3.8 Lapstation open, placed over user’s legs Fig 3.9 Detail of the foam base and the situation of the  
 thanks to its comfortable base of foam  laptop within the Lapstation 
 

E) Tray at side to use mouse on it 
 

As an added feature for the suitcase, it has a special surface as a cover of the internal 
pockets (fig. 3.10.), which can be opened to access to the stuff kept inside it. That surface 
opens as a tray (fig. 3.11). Over it, the customer can use the normal mouse, making the use 
of the laptop more comfortable, but it also could be used to place other things, as 
notebooks, cup of coffee…etc. This idea is not completely defined here, as it is not the 
main goal of this project, but it could be improved later.  

 
Fig 3.10 Detail of the pocket-tray closed  Fig 3.11 Detail of the pocket-tray open 
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3.3. CONCEPT EVALUATION 
 
It is important to say that there are two new concepts in this project, the tray to use 

the mouse on, and the single belt to carry it on shoulder/back. But the exactly definition of 
these two innovative ideas is to be considered later on, if this project continues after its 
academic purpose. 

 
This project focuses mainly in its most innovative solutions. Those are the cooler 

system within the bag and the comfortable base when using it over your legs. So only the 
evaluation of these two concepts is done more deeply. The incorporation of the cooler 
system and of the adaptable base needs the correct design of the suitcase, so this aspect is 
also strongly evaluated here. 

 
But as the project is to design the whole suitcase for a lap, here there are evaluated 

also the non innovative features of the suitcase, as the standard hand handle or the zip 
closing system. Following there is the evaluation of each solution found in the concept 
generation.  
 
Evaluation of the others innovative but not principal concept 
 

A) Possibility to be carried at back 
 

Following the previous order, the first concept to be evaluated should be the carrying 
system. About the handles for being carried on the back (fig 3.12); by designing the bag 
with those handles the customer would be more comfortable when carrying the bag, as their 
hands will be free. But this bag can be carried at shoulder also, as a faster way to take it. 
The design of this handle system, as is shown in the concept generation section, satisfies 
the both possibilities to carry at back and at shoulder, being only one belt (fig 3.13). This is 
because the belt can be used in one or another way by pulling it in each direction. But the 
clearly and completely design of this system could be an entire degree project by itself, as it 
needs to consider the different tall of user, as the different size of the backs, shoulder…So it 
would need a more deeply study. But for this project, as it is focused on the cooler system 
and the adaptable base only, the actual carrying solution is acceptable. 

 
Fig 3.12 User carrying the suitcase on the back       Fig 3.13 Single belt system
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B) Tray to use the mouse on it 

 
Now it follows the evaluation of the other innovative but not principal concept of 

this project, the tray. The tray is designed to use the mouse on it, but it is able to support a 
cup of coffee, tea, water…so the users could work reaching easily all that they need. As the 
figures 3.14 and 3.15 shows below, the laptop computer placed over the suitcase and the 
place of the tray/internal pockets in it, are easily reachable by the user, (see approx size in 
fig 3.16).  

 
Fig 3.14 Horizontal range (NTP 242, ergonomic analysis of the spaces of work in offices, by the 

Spanish National Center of Conditions of Work). 
 
 

 
Fig 3.15 Vertical range (NTP 242, ergonomic           Fig 3.16 View of the approx size of the suitcase. 
 analysis of the spaces of work in offices, by the 
 Spanish National Center of Conditions of Work)  
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Evaluation of the most important concepts 

 
Evaluation of the most important concepts referring to this project; this is the 

evaluation of the cooler system, the adaptable base and the design of the suitcase. To 
evaluate properly these concepts a meeting was arranged with the both supervisors of this 
project, Dan Högberg and Daniel Svensson. The evaluation processes consist in the concept 
screening method described in Product Design Development (2005:130-134). They 
describe also the concept scoring method as useful for evaluate concepts, but this may be 
skipped (as it is in this project) if the Screening method produces a dominant concept. The 
concept screening uses a coarse comparison system to narrow the range of concepts under 
consideration, it uses also a reference concept (the standard integrated fans within the 
computer) to evaluate concepts variants against selection criteria. The rating consists on the 
score of “better than reference” (+), “same as reference” (0), or “worse than reference” (-). 
 

A) Cooler system 
  
 The cooler system considered at the start was a device with fans, placed under the 
laptop, and connected to it by an USB plug, so the device takes energy from the laptop. The 
disadvantages of this product are the difficulty to use, consumption of energy, price and 
complexity to make it (see table 3.2), all if it is compared with a cooler system based on 
PCM. The PCM does not need energy to work and this helps to reduce the global warm. 

 
 Table 3.2 Concept screening for the Cooler System concepts: 
 
 Concepts 
Selection Criteria A 

Fans System  
B 

PCM System 
C(Reference) 

Integrated fans 
Ease of use - 0 0 
Durability + + 0 
Ease of manufacture - 0 0 
Portability - 0 0 
Cool down capacity + + 0 
Energy consumption - 0 0 
Price - - 0 
Sum +’s 2 2 0 
Sum 0’s 0 4 7 
Sum –‘s 5 1 0 
Net Score -3 1 0 
Rank 3 1 2 

Continue? NO YES - 
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B) Adaptable base 

 
 Regarding the comfort, the idea is to provide something within the bag that could be 
used as a base to place the laptop on it. The first idea was a gum air bag, but it was weak 
and it was easily broken. The use of this bag is also difficult as it needs the interaction of 
the user to put/remove the air inside the gum bag. The concept of using an adaptable base 
of foam offers the searched comfort; it is cheaper than air gum bags and it is easily molded. 
These concepts are shown in the table 3.3. 
 
 Table 3.3 Concept screening for the adaptable base concepts: 
 
 Concepts 
Selection Criteria A 

Gum air bag 
B 

Foam base 
C(Reference) 

Directly over legs 
Ease of use - 0 0 
Durability - + 0 
Ease of manufacture - - 0 
Portability - 0 0 
Price - - 0 
Sum +’s 0 1 0 
Sum 0’s 0 2 5 
Sum –‘s 5 2 0 
Net Score -5 -1 0 
Rank 3 2 1 

Continue? NO YES - 
 

C) Design of the suitcase 
 

The concepts created referring to the design of the suitcase had to satisfy its needs, 
as the size; enough to put the cooler system, the laptop and two internal pockets, so the user 
would be able to keep the stuff relational with the laptop, as cables, power adapter, mouse, 
CDs…etc.; and the ability to be flipped so the upper internal face of the suitcase is placed 
over the legs, maintaining the lower internal face with the laptop over it. The size of the 
suitcase, approx 500x300x100 mm, allows it to be carried at as hand baggage in the 
airplanes, as it is smaller than the maximum allowed dimension of 550x400x200 mm 
(Ryanair, 2007). 

 
Looking for something without edges and with a smooth surface, it was found the 

idea of a bag made from a single rectangle piece of fabric (fig 3.17), so the piece would be 
bended as a sheet of paper, to give the shape of the bag. In the side parts it would have the 
closing system. Its problem was that the bended fabric does not close the lateral neither the 
rear side of the suitcase. This was the concept A. 
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Fig 3.17 Bag made from a single rectangle of material, as a bended paper 
 
 The concept B is to cut apart from a rectangle of the fabric some parts (see fig 3.18) 
so when it is bended and sewed it looks like a box, to keep all the stuff inside. But this 
concept is unable to flip the cover, so it is not considered.  The concept C is the reference, 
and it is a standard suitcase for laptops (fig 3.19). The comparison is shown in the table 3.4. 
 

 
Fig 3.18 Design of the suitcase as a box    Fig 3.19 Standard suitcase 
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 Table 3.4 Concept screening for the design of the suitcase: 
 
 Concepts 
Selection Criteria A 

Bended rectangle 
B 

Box 
C(Reference) 

Standard suitcase 
Ease of use 0 0 0 
Durability + + 0 
Ease of manufacture + - 0 
Portability 0 0 0 
Price 0 + 0 
Space 0 0 0 
Weight + 0 0 
Sum +’s 3 2 0 
Sum 0’s 4 4 7 
Sum –‘s 0 1 0 
Net Score 3 1 0 
Rank 1 2 3 

Continue? COMBINE COMBINE NO 
 

As is shown in this evaluation, the best concept is to combine A and B, so to make a 
suitcase as a box with a bendable part to close it (fig 3.20 and 3.21). 

 
Fig 3.20 Combination of concepts A and B, closed Fig 3.21 Combination of concepts A and B, opened
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Non innovative features of the suitcase 

 
 The bag has one external pocket, closed with a hook-and-loop fastener, with approx. 
the same size that the surface to lie the laptop on; this is because the space under that 
surface is hollow, so it is used as the external pocket, being accessible from the exterior. 
This pocket has folds like the bellows of an accordion.  
 

The laptop has to be constrained inside the suitcase, for that goal the first idea was 
to use the fabric hook-and-loop fastener. It was a standard way to constrain the lap inside 
the suitcase, and it was proved working properly as it is used in most of suitcases. Another 
possible solution is to use the foam base as a constrain system, this means that when the 
suitcase is closed, the foam in its internal face constrains the laptop, by pressing on it, 
placed in the other internal face.  

 
The closing system have to be easy to use, so one of the first ideas was to use fabric 

hook-and-loop fastener, but with that the bag was not enough assured, as this system 
becomes easily dirty with fluff and fuzz, making it easily opened by accident. So it was a 
simple decision to use a zip closing system for the design of the bag, as it is specified later 
in its section. This is the most used system to close all kinds of suitcases, bags and baggage, 
so it is demonstrated as a secure system; and it is also easy to use, and do not have the 
inconvenience of the locker if the user forget the code.  

 
The need for the bag to be waterproof is covered thanks to the PVC-Nylon material, 

as it can be found in some waterproof clothes. The idea is to use this material to cover the 
main material which the bag is made from, as a second skin. In that way, the bag and its 
content would be protected from water. 
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3.4. CONCEPT REFINEMENT 
 
As mentioned earlier, for the cooler system others possible solutions were searched 

for, but after lot of research it was found out that the one based on PCM is the best for this 
product. The reasons to choose this cooler system are quite obvious, but still here it is a list 
with its strong points in front of others: 

 
- It is very thin. It does not need any space within the suitcase. 
- Its dimensions suit perfectly with the bag. (325 x 260 mm). 
- Not so heavy (850gr.). That helps to maintain the weight of the bag under 2 kg. 
- It does not need any power resource, as it works by itself. 
- It is cheaper than most of fan cooler devices. (42 € aprox.). 
- It is designed for laptops of 14/15”, but it could be designed for bigger versions. 
- Extends battery use. 
- Reduces disturbing noise. 
- Shortens time fan is in operation. 
- Recharging your laptopCooler at room temperature (24°C) takes about three 

hours.  
- The cooling effect lasts for about five hours or more. By that time the cooling 

elements have melted and become soft. 
 

After lot of research in the market, looking for some material that could fulfill with 
all the expectation of the project’s goal, the foam material was found. It is an almost perfect 
material, as it easily takes the shape of the user’s legs; it recovers its shape instantly when 
not using it and it could also constrains the laptops inside, by pressing on it, when the 
suitcase is closed. The only problem could be that this material warm up the legs of the 
user, but it could be solved by designing it as few rows, so there is still air between the 
foam rows when using it. Anyways, it is considered here that this material is a good 
isolator, so it could warm up the legs of the user, but still thanks to the PCM cooling system 
the laptop computer will be cool down, so the heat over the user’s legs will be less. So, as 
found with the cooler system evaluation, here it is the consequent list: 

 
- Easily molded, so it can be made in any shape.   
- Take the shape of the user’s legs instantly. 
- Recovers its shape in few seconds. 
- It is very light. 
- The laptop can be constrained within the bag thanks to the foam, by its pressure. 
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4. DETAIL DESIGN          

 
 
The detailed design of this project consists on specifying how the design goes from 

the planes and the sketches to a first model, then a prototype, and hopefully finally a real 
product.  

 
Here is shown which materials are selected to make the first model of the suitcase, 

why these materials are selected and the amount and dimensions of them. 
 
4.1. SPECIFICATION OF COMPONENTS 
 
In this section it is explained the materials selected to build up the first model of the 

suitcase, and why these materials are selected. The purpose of the first mock-up is to show 
how works the suitcase by opening and flipping it cover. The aspect is not with the smooth 
surface aspect desired, neither the diverse colours nor patterns. The functions shown in this 
model are the flipping ability, to place the adaptable base over your legs, and the space for 
the laptop cooler, letting the others function as the single belt not completely defined yet. 
As said, if this project goes on and is a real product, all these parts will be improved.  

 
Adaptable Base 
 

As said in the concept evaluation section, the selected material to make the 
adaptable base is foam. But which foam and why? The adaptable base has few jobs within 
the suitcase, and also when it is at exterior. When the suitcase is closed, the laptop is 
constrained in its place thanks to the pressing made by the foam over it, so the foam has to 
be soft as to do not scratch the surface of the laptop, but also it has to be enough 
compressible to made strength over the laptop. When the suitcase is opened, the cover flips 
180 grades, so the foam that was pressing on the laptop is now over the user’s legs. The 
foam has to be comfortable (not very hard), and it could not be so warming, so the foam is 
placed in few rows, to permit the fresh air to still circulate and so refreshing the legs of the 
user. 

 
Now follows some important data referring to the foam. 

 
 Foams are essentially huge networks of tiny three-dimensional cells resembling a 
honeycomb structure shaped in a pentagonal dodecahedron configuration (twelve five-sided 
planes) (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007). 
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Key ingredients to all flexible foam applications: 
 
1. Support: 

The foam has to be able to support the proper amount of weight to properly cushion 
an object or person. Thus, in upholstery, good support from foam means that cushions don't 
"bottom out" or compress to the point where they no longer hold up the weight of the 
person (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007). 
 
2. Comfort: 

Foam cushioning has to feel good to the user and provide not just cushioning but 
also comfortable use. Comfort can be defined as the ability of the cushioning structure to 
deflect at the surface and to conform to body shape, preventing a concentration of pressure 
on the body without bottoming out (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007). 
 
3. Durability: 

The foam has to hold up through use without losing its original properties. 
Durability, as applied to flexible foams, refers to how well foam retains its load bearing 
capacity and shape with use. Most measures of durability are done with laboratory-scale 
tests (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007). 
 

Environmental Impact: During the foam fabrication process, chemicals react 
exothermically giving off considerable heat. In order to control reaction temperatures, 
auxiliary blowing agents such as Freon were once used. The polyurethane foam industry in 
the United States has been successful in finding chemical and mechanical process 
substitutes for Freon resulting in the virtual elimination of CFCs in flexible foam 
processing. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 have further pushed the industry to 
reduce all airborne chemical emissions (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007). 
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In the table 4.1 there are the most important properties referring to the foam, which 

show how this material could satisfy the purpose of the adaptable base.  
 

Table 4.1 Technical properties of the foam (Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd, 2007). 
 
-Properties   -Test   -Unit   -Value   
Physical: 
Density DIN 53479 gm/cm3 0.66 - 0.75 
Hardness DIN 53505 Shore 'D' >=42 
Water Absorption DIN 53495 % <=1.0 
Mechanical: 
Tensile Strength DIN 53455 MPa >=15 
Elongation at Break DIN 53455 % >=15 
Modulus of Elasticity DIN53457 MPa 900 - 1500 
Izod Impact Strength ISO 179 KJ/m2 >=9.0 
Electrical: 
Dielectric strength DIN 53481 - - 

1mm to 7mm - kV/cm >=110 
8mm to 12mm - kV/cm >=90 

Thermal: 
Vicat Softening Temp. DIN 53460 degree Centigrade >=73 
-Properties      -Units   -Value     
Dimensional Tolerances: 
Thickness up to 10 mm mm ± [ 0.1 +0.5 X Nominal Thickness] 
Thickness above 12 mm mm 10 
Length mm -0, +10 
Width mm -0, +5 
Deviation between Diagonals mm <= 6 
Warp age (On full sheet) mm <=10 
Visual: 
Surface (Viewed from distance of 1.5 M) Smooth Matt 
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Cooler System 

 
The selected cooler system have been the laptop cooler provided by 

ComfortCooling. The reasons were deeply explained in the concept refinement section. 
Now it follows an introduction of what is PCM.  

 
PCMs can be developed from different materials or chemicals so that they change 

phase at different temperatures. The large amount of energy stored or released at a 
relatively constant temperature allows their use as a source of constant temperature heating 
or cooling. Different storage temperatures enable PCMs to be used with a wide range of 
heating or cooling systems. Energy efficient heating or cooling systems can be developed 
by matching the temperature characteristics with both the heating or cooling source and the 
service requirements. Disadvantages associated with organic PCMs include: low thermal 
conductivity; high changes in volume during phase change; and flammability. Inorganic 
compounds, such as salt hydrates, have much higher latent heat per unit volume, higher 
thermal conductivity, are non-flammable and lower in cost in comparison to organic PCM 
compounds. However, inorganic PCMs are often corrosive to metals, prone to 
decomposition and super cooling effects, all of which can influence their performance over 
time if careful compound selection and system design are not carried out. Nucleating and 
thickening agents can be added to inorganic PCMs to minimise super cooling and 
decomposition. Table 4.2 summarises the major advantages and disadvantages for the two 
groups of PCMs. Typical data of some relevant properties of thermal storage materials are 
given in Table 4.3 for comparison3. The masses and volumes in Table 4.3 correspond to a 
heat storage capacity of 1000 MJ (278 kWhr) and a temperature rise of 15 K. The relative 
mass and volume occupied by each storage media is based on ice. The table shows that in 
comparison to other thermal storage materials such as rock or water, PCMs have a higher 
energy storage density, so that less material is needed. PCMs also have the advantage that 
large amounts of thermal energy can be stored and released at a specific and near constant 
temperature range. The term “Eutectic” is widely used to describe a PCM. This evolved 
from the Greek word “eutektos”, meaning “easily melted”. A true eutectic is a mixture of 
two or more chemicals which, when mixed in a particular ratio, have a freezing/melting 
point which is lower than the corresponding freezing points of the component chemicals. 
During the freezing/melting process (phase change) the composition of the solid and liquid 
phases are identical. Very few PCMs are true Eutectics and so many have to be modified to 
obtain a material suitable for long term use. It is better to call such a material a PCM 
(Centralized PCM Systems for Shifting Cooling Loads during Peak Demands in Buildings 
done by Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd., 2007)
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Table 4.2 Advantages and disadvantages for the two common groups of PCMs (Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd, 
2007). 
 

 
 
Table 4.3 Comparison of various thermal storage media, stored energy = 1000 MJ or 278 kWhr, change in 
temperature = 15ºC. Relative mass and volume are based on ice (Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd, 2007). 
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Selection of the external material for the suitcase 
 

The most important part to be specified here is which material and why will be used 
to make the whole suitcase, apart from the tray and belt. The material used for the suitcase 
has to carry out with the following needs: 
 

- Resistance 
- Flexibility 
- Waterproof 
- Different colours and patterns 
- Smooth tactile and visual feeling 
- Ease to manufacture 
- Low price 
- Ease to recycle 
 
Looking for a material that could fulfil with all these conditions, it was studied the 

Nylon because it already is the most used material in the bags for laptops. After researching 
from a lot of resources, it follows the most important data and properties of the nylon, so it 
shows it could fulfil with all the needs of the desired material. It is here also an introduction 
of this material. 

 
L. Trossarelli (2003) says that Nylon is a generic designation for a family of 

synthetic polymers first produced on February 28, 1935 by Wallace Carothers at DuPont. It 
is made of repeating units linked by peptide bonds (another name for amide bonds) and is 
frequently referred to as polyamide (PA). Nylon fibers are now used in fabrics, bridal veils, 
carpets and ropes, and solid nylon is used for mechanical parts and as an engineering 
material. Engineering grade Nylon is processed by extrusion, casting & injection molding. 
Type 6/6 Nylon 101 is the most common commercial grade of Nylon, and Nylon 6 is the 
most common commercial grade of cast Nylon. 
 
 The exactly variety of nylon selected was Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
(ABS)/Nylon Blend. This one was selected because it’s big elongation at break (360%), so 
it would not have any problem. In the table 4.4 are shown all the properties referring to this 
material, so from there it is possible to extract that this nylon can fulfil the needs desired. 

 
The property data has been taken from proprietary materials in “MatWeb”, a 

database available on the internet. Each property value reported is the average of 
appropriate MatWeb entries and the comments report the maximum, minimum, and number 
of data points used to calculate the value. The values are not necessarily typical of any 
specific grade, especially less common values and those that can be most affected by 
additives or processing methods.  
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Table 4.4 Properties of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)/Nylon Blend (MatWeb, 2007). 
 
Physical Properties Metric English Comments 

  
Density 1.05 - 

1.315 g/cc 
0.0379 - 0.0475 lb/in³  Average = 1.09 g/cc; 

Grade Count = 13 
Water Absorption 0.35 - 2 % 0.35 - 2 %  Average = 1.4%; Grade 

Count = 7 
Moisture Absorption at Equilibrium 1.8 - 2 % 1.8 - 2 %  Average = 1.9%; Grade 

Count = 3 
Water Absorption at Saturation 2 - 5.5 % 2 - 5.5 %  Average = 3.9%; Grade 

Count = 6 
 
Mechanical Properties 

  
Hardness, Rockwell R 69 - 105 69 - 105  Average = 88.9; Grade 

Count = 10 
Tensile Strength, Ultimate 32 - 93 MPa 4640 - 13500 psi  Average = 49 MPa; 

Grade Count = 6 
Tensile Strength, Yield 27 - 43 MPa 3920 - 6240 psi  Average = 36.9 MPa; 

Grade Count = 10 
Elongation at Break 2.5 - 360 % 2.5 - 360 %  Average = 140%; Grade 

Count = 13 
Elongation at Yield 3.2 - 13 % 3.2 - 13 %  Average = 7.7%; Grade 

Count = 4 
Tensile Modulus 0.9 - 4.5 GPa 131 - 653 ksi  Average = 2.1 GPa; 

Grade Count = 10 
Flexural Modulus 1.1 - 4.5 GPa 160 - 653 ksi  Average = 1.9 GPa; 

Grade Count = 11 
Flexural Yield Strength 41 - 120 MPa 5950 - 17400 psi  Average = 68 MPa; 

Grade Count = 11 
 
Thermal Properties 

  
CTE, linear 20°C 54 - 

106 µm/m-°C 
30 - 58.9 µin/in-°F  Average = 88 µm/m-°C; 

Grade Count=3 
CTE, linear 20°C Transverse to Flow 116 - 

127 µm/m-°C 
64.4 - 70.6 µin/in-°F  Average = 120 µm/m-°C; 

Grade Count=3 
Maximum Service Temperature, Air 64 - 110 °C 147 - 230 °F  Average = 90.5°C; Grade 

Count = 12 
Deflection Temperature at 0.46 MPa (66 
psi) 

84 - 166 °C 183 - 331 °F  Average = 100°C; Grade 
Count=11 

Deflection Temperature at 1.8 MPa (264 
psi) 

50 - 154 °C 122 - 309 °F  Average = 82.3°C; Grade 
Count=13 
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Vicat Softening Point 94 - 107 °C 201 - 225 °F  Average = 100°C; Grade 
Count = 5 

Flammability, UL94 HB HB  Grade Count = 10 
 
Selection of the internal material for the suitcase 
 
 For the model was selected pink foam, because it can be is used to build models 
quickly and inexpensively. It is typically used to explore product conceptual configuration, 
size and volume, and ergonomics. It is used to create mockups with subtractive and additive 
processes, that is, material can be removed and it can also be glued together to make larger, 
detailed mockups. It can be most easily attained from Home Depot, and can sometimes be 
purchased in the model shop. 
 

The pink foam is extruded polyethylene. Originally it was used as rigid insulation in 
construction, now commonly used as a quick and dirty model making material. It is 
available in thicknesses from 1.27mm to 10.16mm, and in huge sheets. It is cheaper than 
Ren or balsa foam. It can be quickly shaped and worked with hand tools. But it is messy, 
hard to get very clean finish, difficult to hold sharp edges, thin sections. Pink foam is not 
the best material to use when a nice surface finish is a top concern. To get a clean finish 
with pink foam, it is possible to coat it with Spackle or Bond and sand it smooth, but this is 
a time consuming and sloppy procedure. Only after coating the foam with filler can you 
attempt to paint it. Most spray paints, including lacquer, will dissolve the foam, even 
through a layer of filler sometimes. Water-based paints and Tester’s brand paint (allegedly) 
will work (Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Stanford, Pink Foam 
report, February 2003). 
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4.3. CAD DRAWINGS AND OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
The first CAD drawing was really basic (fig 4.1); it only shows the basic 

aspect and movements that of this suitcase that differs from the others analyzed in 
the benchmarking. The prismatic rows represent the rows of foam, the part which 
would be placed over the legs of the user. Under the place for the laptop is possible 
to see the external pocket. In this basic draw is designed also the tray system and the 
internal pockets.  

 

 
 
Fig 4.1 Approx shape of the suitcase in CAD
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5. FINAL PRODUCT          
 
5.1. MOCK-UP CONSTRUCTION AND TRY-OUT 

 
 The first step to make the mock-up was the acquisition of materials. The fabric (fig 
5.4) was sent with the correspondent planes and measures, to the upholstery 
Tapetseraverkstad, in Tibro (Sweden), there the fabric was cut and sewed. The fabric 
selected have two parts (fig 5.5), one of them is waterproof.  
 

   
Fig 5.4 The fabric selected    Fig 5.5 The fabric have two parts, one of them is  
      waterproof 
 
 Following the planes, the upholsterer made the parts of the bag, as the handle 
system to carry on the shoulder (fig 5.6) or on the back (fig 5.7). 
 

   
Fig 5.6 Shoulder’s handle    Fig 5.7 Back’s handle 
 
 With the indications given to the worker in the upholsterer, the design of the mock-
up was successfully done. The closing system (fig 5.8) was placed in order to allow the bag 
to flip over itself (fig 5.9). The foam was sewed on the bag (fig 5.10). 
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Fig 5.8 The zip goes around the surface of the bag Fig 5.9 The bag flips over itself 
 
 
 The pink foam was moulded to make the box inside the bag. The first model of the 
box was done with the holes for the internal pocket, and with the tray (fig 5.11). 
 

  
Fig 5.10 Foam used as adaptable base  Fig 5.11 First model, with the tray 
 
 A second model was done with the pink foam, this one consists in two pieces; the 
first one is the surface to place the cooler system and the laptop on it, this part has a hole 
under the surface that it is a pocket reachable by the exterior of the suitcase; the second part 
was the space used as a internal pocket. Then, the two pieces were glued together. I this 
version the tray was not made, as it could be done later if the project goes on as a product. 
When the two pieces were strongly glued together, a hand of filler was applied (fig 5.12) in 
order to be able to be sandpapered to give it a smoother surface. After this process, the box 
was painted (fig 5.13). 
 

   
Fig 5.12 Box with a hand of filler   Fig 5.13 Box sandpapered and painted 
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5.2. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

 
There are a lot of things to say about this project, regarding the time and the parts 

that could be developed later by the company.  
 

A degree project is in general supposed to be done by two or three students, not 
only one as it is done actually, so it was more difficult than usual to finish all the sections 
and to concrete a specified design that could be sent directly to manufacture the product; 
but it leads to continue the line of work until it will be totally finished. 

 
Regarding the time needed to do a project with those characteristics, as it is a new 

design, including concepts totally innovative, it would need about one year of work to 
finish it, being impossible to do it in the estimated 15 weeks of work that a degree project 
has. But the seed of the product is grown along this project, and it could be something real. 

 
About the gathering data, it was quite difficult at the beginning to start making 

interviews to people, just asking them their opinions about suitcases for laptops and so on, 
but after some interview training it was easier to do real interviews, showing that it was 
really useful to gather data and to know opinion of users. 
 
 For the diverse patterns and colors there is not anything defined yet, because it is 
something quite easy to make, and because before doing that we need to introduce the 
product to the market, to know the reaction of the customers. 
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APPENDIX. TIME PLAN. 

 
Time Schedule: 
 
Task:   Activity:    Durat: Start Date:  Finish Date: 
Finding Company Lichron 

Sodexho 
Koneo 
Cooler System 
Comfort Cooling 

1hr 
1hr 
3hr 
6hr 
8hr 

07-feb-05 
07-feb-06 
07-feb-07 
07-feb-08 
07-feb-12 

07-feb-05 
07-feb-06 
07-feb-07 
07-feb-08 
07-feb-12 

Gathering Data Surveys 
Interviews 
Focus Groups 
Interpreting Needs 

22hrs 
8hrs 
6hrs 
14hrs 

07-feb-18 
07-feb-28 
07-mar-08 
07-mar-16 

07-feb-26 
07-mar-07 
07-mar-15 
07-mar-29 

Idea generation Sketching 
Modelling 

21hrs 07-apr-04 07-apr-11 

Presentation Final Model 
Report 
Power Point 
Drawings 

 
 

 
07-may05 

 

 
 
Week 
Task 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

A                
B                
C                
D                
 
A: Finding Company 
B: Gathering Data 
C: Idea generation 
D: Presentation 


